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Our next meeting will be on

14/12/2016.
At
The woodworkers Guild Hall
Located at the rear of
the Alexandra timber tramway &
Museum, 7.30 p.m. start.
Theme for the next meeting is something you have made or
something interesting.
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The Judges corner is bare again this month as he
has had interstate visitors that he has been entertaining. He apologises for the absence of a report
but will be back to normal next month.
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What’s coming up…….
Instead of the usual barbeque, Ann
McDonald and Cathy Baldwin have offered
to cater a sit down Christmas dinner in

December for us to be held at the horse
race club rooms. As it gets closer I will pass
on more detail, dates ETC.

3

What we have been doing,
Thursdays at the club have been poorly attended
lately and the committee would like to improve that
situation to that end it is suggested that we could
have some sort of social activity that does not include
woodworking, come up with some suggestions and
mention to some one on the committee and see
where it Leeds us, it could be fun.
Anyone interested in a basic computer discussion for
instance? There must be something that would
interest us…..

4

The committee has decided on a protocol for getting
special orders of timber cut in our mill.
Any special requests for timber that requires milling
must go through Max may, so if you need anything milled
in the future please see Max, so he is able to organise the
team to cut it for you. This has become necessary in order
to manage what happens with mill in a more orderly
Fashion. Your co-operation would be appreciated…….
My personal suggestion is to put your request down on
a piece of paper so you are not relying on any ones
memory and give that to Max. (Editor)
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6

SHOW AND TELL FOR NOVEMBER 2016

Sorry for not being at the meeting this
month, but Norm McDonald was able to
take the pictures for us, but I don’t know
who’s pieces they are but I’am sure you do.

7

Spotlight on
Marg Downing.
Marg has been a member
of the guild for three and a half years but it
seems some time longer as she is a tireless worker
around the club and not just on her own
Projects, she is always making herself busy
tidying up around the place and picking up
after others who are less tidy.
Marg loves woodworking and mixing with
other like minded members, she has a workshop
at home with all the good gear although she says it
all is a bit old. Making all sorts of furniture is her
main passion which she either gives away or donates to the club for it’s fund raising activities. Her
favourite piece she made is an outdoor two seater
couch. Her main interest outside the club is
gardening which seems to be a common theme
among our members.
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Don’t forget to put down your name with
Numbers for our upcoming Christmas dinner to be
Held at the Race Club rooms on
Sunday December 11th.

It’s important to do this as soon as possible so the
catering can be arranged to avoid any
Disappointment.
The list will be available in the clubrooms but
contact me Michael Baldwin 0417 586 374 if you
cant get there and I will insure you are added to
that list. Our wood show proved what can be
done if we set our minds to the task, so come and
join us for a nice get together to end the year.
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ALEXANDRA COMMUNITY SHED/EILDON AND DISTRICT

WOODWORKERS GUILD Inc
Minutes of General Meeting Wednesday 9th November 2016
Meeting opened at 7-30pm by Vice President Joe Cooper
Welcome. Thanks to Ken Wraight and his wife for demos and for their input of articles for sale (Gift certificates presented).
Present: Geoff, Joe, Max, Nigel, Sherry, Ernie, Ivan, Merv, Michael S, Barry, Ken, George, Kevin, Murray,
Karine, Eyrnn, Denise, Norm, Jim, Maria, Paul, James, Alistair,
Apologies: Robert Carroll, Steve Bevis Paul S, Clarrie, Dorothy, Rod, Laurie, Debbie, Mish, Len S, Michael
B, John H, Colin.
Motion that apologies be accepted: moved by Maria seconded by Karine

Carried.

SHOW AND TELL: Your latest work or anything of interest (Great work on show)
Host Denise Norm Photos
Minutes of last meeting sent to all members--- all should have received and read them
Moved that Minutes be accepted by Murray seconded by Ernie – Carried.
Business arising from minutes
1.

P&A show set up etc (this one to general business)

2.
Ernie re teacher at AHS (Ernie said that all has been set up. The teacher has to have a couple of lessons and it will be all finished) Thanks to Ernie for all of the work he has put in.
3.

Land and new shed (building committee to reports) (resource center?)

4.

Open gardens (to reports)

5.

Vic forests and logs -nearly time to organize this one (maybe to general business)

6.

Christmas lunch (This one to General business)

.
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7.
Equip for life (Deal with this one now) Tuesday 15th a possibility -MM will organize. Yes we will
make it for next Tues 11am till 12pm if possible. A bit of a change Equip 4life can’t make it on Tues. 15th
but all now organized for Tues 22nd same times (BE there, it is well worth the session).
8.

Take temporary members off the list?? All bar Cath Baldwin and Anne McDonald.

Correspondence In: Also Emails
P&A Site entry forms and insurance. Has been done and sent

Shelix Spiral Cutter Planeing Heads. Waiting for Grants
Shepparton Woodturners Entry form for their March show - form filled out and sent
Letter from Bruce and Alison Steuart advising us that the land deal is no longer viable. And a donation of $500.
Email from Megan Buntine stating who we can contact to access grant money
Email from Michael Baldwin re the benches for swags these are for the hut at Mt.Terrible. The committee is well aware of this project and it is still in the pipe line. More when information available.

Correspondence Out: Also Emails out.
 Letter emailed to the local paper reporting on the success of our week’s show.
 Email from Karine with some dots points for me. And a list of sponsors, costs, vouchers etc. Plus jobs
for all members who were involved.
 Letter to Bruce and Alison Steuart thanking them for their offer and their goodwill in donating money
to our Guild. MM read this one out.
Email to Megan Buntine asking for names of companies who assist in accessing grant money.
Newsletters in - Warragul, SA wood group, Wangaratta, Goulburn Valley Woodturners, Benalla woodworkers (tabled)
Motion that inward correspondence be received and outward correspondence be approved. Moved
Denise seconded Jim Carried
Treasurer’s report
Report read by Treasurer—Geoff Ellis. You will be aware that it has been a very busy month as far as
money is concerned. Over the month of October we banked $14,456. We had outgoings of $15,800 but
of those outgoings $10,000 of that it had been decided that we would put into a term deposit. So we
now have term deposits in the order of $20,500 and cash in our cash account is $10,200.
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All up I suppose as at the end of October there was $30,854 as an accumulative account. Since then there
has been further income achieved. As I mentioned earlier, Ken completed another two clocks. Probably
another $1,000 to bank at the moment which has come in tonight and also on the last two Tuesdays. Also
renovation work is continuing to come in so it is really encouraging to see the amount of effort that we
are getting. However we should not necessarily focus on the money because the club is really a club and
it is more of a community thing and what we have achieved with that effort in October was good. I think
going back to doing things like Ernie has done before, as was discussed before, we just need to be mindful
of that and the Committee is mindful of that. We are not just going for the dollars. Everything is in pretty
tip top shape. There are a few accounts and people to be paid from the outside vendors but the majority
of those have been paid. All in all that’s the state of play..
Money in bank at last statement – total amount of $30,854.
Moved by Treasurer Geoff Ellis that Treasurer’s report be accepted.
Seconded By Nigel Carried.
Accounts for payment--Talk about new computer? (committee). New BBQ, new tables. The Committee
have discussed this. It needs to be brought to the attention of members re purchasing a new computer
and colour printer plus an internet site. Decision must be made by Club members. Geoff has donated a
printer which is compatible with new ink system.

The other item is a new BBQ. Old BBQ – Was donated 20 or so years ago and it has had its day. Norm has
been investigating BBQs and prices plus we need a couple of tables.
Joe asked for prices of items and Max said computer about $800, BBQ unknown at this stage and Norm
said it will be about $200. Norm said there is one in Yenckens which could be suitable.
Plastic tables from Bunnings are about $40 and we need 4 of them. Ernie said he thought they were $54.
Much hilarity here!! Yenckens cost about $60 and Norm suggested supporting local businesses.

Show of hands called for and OK to go ahead with these purchases.
Moved by Nigel and seconded by Maria- carried.
Other Reports
Building Committee to report on land etc

Joe said that he and Murray had meeting at Council with Margaret Abbey, CEO of the Shire, and Michael
Chesworth, General Manager, Corporate and
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Community Services. We advised them of the fact that we had missed out on the land
we hoped to get and they were quite upset about that. We commented on the fact that
we think we had wrongly classified ourselves as industrial when in actual fact we are
more recreational because Marysville is built in the middle of the built up area of housing
and they are classified as recreational. There is no reason why we cannot come under
the same classification which in turn opens up more areas for us to look at and so when
this was mentioned. Yea Men’s shed is recreational as well. When this was mentioned
we got a very good reception and Murray brought up the fact that we are just about finished Where we are now at. We can‘t see any future and the moment we said that you
could almost hear the sigh of relief because basically they are waiting to see what happens. If we were going to move up the road, they were going to forget all about the lease
for the land and they are only holding on for our benefit. I think you will find that the
Council will forget all about this area and let the Tramways do their own thing.
When that was sorted out, we then almost thumped the table about what’s the Council
going to do to help us. We urgently need to expand and move and quite surprisingly they
suggested two properties – one was the old tennis court area which is quite large – pretty
close to an acre. Where the tennis courts are now, there is an area alongside the tennis
courts in front of the building that is vacant which they state we could probably get access to that which is along Perkins Street. It is all cyclone fenced which is good and we
had a look in the tennis shed where there is a kitchen, toilets and apparently the tennis
club is having difficulties. Joe said that if we are interested in that area, we could probably talk them into allowing us to use their club rooms and kitchen and toilet area which
would eliminate us having to put that in. It is already under the Council control. There is
an outside sitting area but it is very rundown there, the whole area. People like us would
clean it up easily and there is a pergola out there which we could add shade cloth over
and it could be a BBQ area.

The other thing that Michael Chesworth referred to which he has been thinking about for
a while is the old Forestry Commission buildings which are down next to the carwash
place. Not the front but the back where there are some quite large sheds and the larger
shed is one built by Murray some years ago. There was a query whether it was steady!!
Probably about 10 metres away there is another building which is the toilets, male and
female, plus a kitchen area and a small meeting area and outside there was once a shade
cloth and only the poles are still standing. It would make another outdoor BBQ area. It
runs along McKenzie Street. It is gardened, there are huge air conditioners; the place is
lined, (Murray said the shed is 30 x 10), had power points and is almost as big as what we
are planning and without having to do toilets and kitchen. It has plenty of room and
there is only one dividing wall in the whole area. The rest is open. Max asked who owns
it. Joe said that the Council administrates it. Joe said it is a little rundown and would not
take much to bring it up. It is all carpeted and has
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Murray and he raised our eyebrows as there is an area where it could go but not a lot of
oom and it would mean any timber stored there would have to be neatly stacked. Joe
aid they are very optimistic. They tried to go back and speak with Michael Chesworth to
et him know we are very impressed with that area to move things along a bit. Murray said
he met up with him and said that this is our Number 1 Option and Number 3 is the P&A.
Now that he knows our preference, it is up to him to go for it. With the change of Council,
most discussions won’t start till January but they have promised that they will be fitted in
at the first meeting of the year. But because we have now mentioned that building, things
might be able to move a bit quicker before Christmas. It means that they OK’d it and the
moment they say so, we can move down there. Joe said that there is plenty of parking. Joe
aid we would be issued with a lease and we can apply for a lease for renovations, whatever. Also the same thing as a 10 year lease would apply but Council did not appear to be
worried about that.

The other option we had which we brought up was the P&A site which is next to the Fire
tation. That’s a little messier. The Council believes they want to sell it. The P&A have
aid they want to buy it but they don’t have the money. Kellock want to buy it and the CFA
have been promised that whenever they have a function they can use that land for exercises and so forth. There’s a few complications. We did ask if they would extend the P&A
ease as there is only 2½ years left on their lease. Perhaps it could be extended to move it
on to 10 years and we could get a 10 year lease from there or sub lease the area we want.
t wasn’t impossible but would take longer to do. That’s why it is Option 3 and the best
one in our opinion is the Forests building. We are not interested in the building at the
ront but in the big long building at the back and two or three other buildings coming off
hat. There are gardens and lawns. Karine said that the area would be good for the open
week. Joe said that is a bit out of the way at the back and our preference for our week
would be somewhere in the main street.

Murray said the shed on the entrance road is on a concrete slab but the others are on
tumps. The space in the back building is quite sufficient for us for a long time Joe said
onsidering that 10 metres away is the amenities area. The only problem we did have was
we are unsure about power. We need to know how to isolate that building and likewise for
he water. A question was raised about the condition of the wiring and Murray said that
he building is only about 10 years old. Ernie asked if the Committee at its next meeting
an have a look at the building. Joe said that large aluminium windows along the street
would need mesh over them for security. There is some maintenance to be done. Question re rent was raised. Joe said possibly not rent but an annual fee. $1,000 a year was
mentioned. It was very encouraging and the best of all meetings held with
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the Council. It was quite genuine and they made the suggestions. What has drawn the attention; Joe was
quite sure and Murray agreed, was our week up the street. The Council has become aware that we are a
big and growing club. They enquired about it for the scouts about 12 months ago so there is an avenue
there for negotiation. The scouts and kindergarten did not want it. There are two huge Daiken air conditioners there. Re storage of timber – depends on how many buildings we are allowed to have. Our intention always was to retain this and store our timber here – even this as a shop but there is plenty of storage room out the back. A very profitable day speaking with the Council.
Open Gardens - Colin or Norm
Colin unavailable.
Report on wood and craft show (President to thank all members who donated work either to sell or raffle;
also to thank all members who worked to make the show a success, especially the committee who set the
show up and ran it)
Joe thanked all at the beginning and again will emphasise all the work the Committee put in and without
them it would not have been the success it was.
Joe said when he was fit enough to attend he was amazed at how it was presented and the articles which
were there. Whoever thought up using the EFTPOS machine, it was a great idea. Karine said that it
helped to sell a lot as people do not carry cash. All in all, it was a very well done effort. Ernie said he
would like to thank Karine and the girls for a magnificent job. Also Ken.
Geoff also commented that Ernie turned and sold quite a few bilbies and angels and asked for a rundown
on that. Ernie said with Barry’s help he made quite a few. Ernie explained how the ‘bilbies’ started and
that he has already taken $1500 down this year and there is another amount – a total over $3000. On the
day Ernie thanked Paul who sold raffle tickets all day, 11 angels’ $350 and $370 worth of bilbies. Karine
commented on the bilbies and angels and that people were not aware of the work done by Ernie and the
Club.
Moved by Alistair that reports be received seconded by Michael. Carried.
General Business
1.
P&A show entries, set up for Friday and Saturday. We need workers on Friday and workers and demonstrators on Saturday. MM will explain it all. Woodwork is submitted for judging which showcases our
work and hopefully encourages school children. Schedules are available and entry forms are enclosed in
the schedules. Entries must be in by 6pm on Thursday at the Ladies Pavilion. Woodwork can be picked
up on Saturday not until 4pm. Tent will be set up on Friday at 3.30pm, power put in. We need other
equipment to be organized also.
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Also there is a need for a marquee (we will supply a tent and erect and take down) for the Show Representatives, Junior Ambassador and Rural Ambassador entries so that interviews and judging can take
place. Volunteers are called for. Ernie will bring his trailer and pick up lathes. Saturday morning 8am
to unload and set up. Parking may be a problem so keep your eye on where you park
2.

Vic Forests and logs.

James said that there has been some progress. Logs are there at Eddy’s yard and have been picked up.
They are wattles and are similar to blackwood. A letter of apology and thanks to the owner is required.
James is trying to get some alpine ash logs from a different contractor. (Mick Johnston)
3.
Christmas lunch 11th December - we now need numbers and workers. Numbers are needed very
quickly and a list is at the club house to fill in your name and partners and others. Please write numbers. Flyers are available. Norm said if anyone has any dietary requirements please speak up. Any
ladies or wives, who want to contribute or help, get in touch with Anne or Cathy Baldwin. Joe asked re
sweets. Joe suggested that both ladies’ Phone numbers be made available so that anyone contributing can contact them with what is needed. Joe said that while they were waiting at the Shire he saw
the Yea newspaper which had an article about the Flowerdale Men’s Shed choir performing in Ireland
and that they were hugely successful. We could be in for a reasonable treat when they come to our
Christmas lunch. Norm asked whether they were bringing their partners. Max to contact them re
lunch arrangements. Joe confirmed that it will be held at the John O’Brien Racing Club Centre.
After discussion the consensus is yes -lunch will be from 12-12-30pm, be there anywhere between
11am and 12 noon (bring your own drinks) and bring your best work for the year. Cathy Baldwin and
Anne McDonald will be catering and they might need some help to organize this closer to the event.
The Flowerdale Mens Shed Choir who have just performed in Ireland will sing for us. (It would be good
to see all members there)
4.
Timber milling (Committee recommendation). Committee recommendation is that a committee
of two be set up - Max May to be one and we need one other.
All members are to apply to this Committee when requesting timber. Max May or other Committee
member to then inform millers of timber request. Kevin Atwell volunteered. It must be realized that
some timbers are still green and must be stacked and stored sometimes for two years or more before
use.
Request for a different team of millers to work Thursdays. Not resolved as yet.
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Question raised at Committee meeting - Is there a need to allocate one day or two days a week or once a month to milling?

Murray said that one of the issues is that there is no dry timber available. We need to have a stockpile. All the timber we have
been milling is green. It is an issue .We need a stockpile of usable timber. Somebody is needed to sort it out. Murray said
that the English ash is satisfactory for moisture content. There has been some dry timber cut for the woodturners so the
woodturners should get stuck in and cut it up, seal it etc. Ken is happy to take timber, prepare it, bring it back and lock it up.

Max and Kevin to take orders for sawmilling. Members can have wood from the stack as long as stack stays in some sort of
order. Kevin suggested that he and Max go through stack and find out what is available. Karine suggested getting an old container to store timber to dry. Not an agenda item at the moment Joe said. Max said there are solar drying buildings that can be
looked into later.

5.
There are a couple of projects in the wind. One is a pulpit for the new church at Marysville - Timber supplied. This job is
further down the track as foundations are only being laid for the building of the church.

Item 2 is to build a tardis - timber and plans supplied. Timber already cut to size. Just needs to be put together. When is unknown.

Item 3 is Benches to be made for swags and camping gear for Mt Terrible. DELWP are rebuilding a hut up there to keep equipment off the ground.
Note: these three jobs are chargeable.

6.
Murray asked if a grant can be sourced for our spiral cutter. Can a member be allocated to look into it and follow it up?
Perhaps contact should be made with loans people to get them to follow up on application.

Question was raised re Golf Club, but no information to hand.
Next meeting: Date 14th December Time 7 pm Talk 7 30 pm Meeting starts

Show and tell for next meeting ( theme ) Anything of interest or something that you have made

Demo on the night -

Murray suggested a BBQ on the night instead of a demo. Max said a quick meeting to bring us up to scratch then we will go
into recess (no business conducted) but door is still open. Norm asked whether we need to go into recess as club still functioning. Max said it is to give the admin. people a breather over the Christmas period.

Meeting closed 9.10 pm

After a cuppa, on with the demo.- Ken Wraight – slide show

Secretary Max May.

Assistant Secretary Denise Blount.
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